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questions out of the following (2 each) :[5 x 2:101

originally acquired $ billions back in 2011 as it

was difficultto nurture within their organization to

a far extent indicates

every 'Classmate' notebook bY ITC
c)

of brand
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d) measures how good
them into purchase action.

1) Purchase Action Ratio

ii) Product Action Ratio

iii) Purpose

lv) Perfect

e)

companies convert people who are aware of

from the brand and advertising marketing
force & customer service staff.
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are unlikely
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'are 

neutral0 recommend the brand
to recommend the

Promoters, passives,

Detractors, promoters,

Passives,

Promoters,

g) YWN stands for

Youth Women

Youth Women Nerii:en..
Young WbmenNetizen

Young Women Network

h) 'Chotukoof is a portable and mobile cooling
the power of traditional refrigerators is a clas

1) Social inclusivity

ii) Social exclusivity

iii) Socialcollectivity

iv) Socialconnectiviry
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Q2) Answer any 2 out of 3 questions (5 marks each) : [2 x 5 = 10]

a) Compare and contrast 'Negative Arlvocacy Vs Positive Advocacy'.

b) Assess the importance of omn1g anne1marketing.

c) Research across

in the F

Qi) Answer any

a) Exp

show that most customers believe more
& blaborate those Five Fs.

out of the following : [1 x10:LOl
of connectivities as referred in Marketing. 4.0.

key to win market share in digital economy". Illustrateb)

a)

b)
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Q4) one out of the following : [1 x10=101

in the context of

based on human

85) Develop strategies to
as discussed in

moments with customer engagement

[1 x 10 
=""S1a) Travel booking

OR

b) Music streaming apps like spotify or Gana.
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4S. any one of the following :

like Make My trip/Goibibo. -
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tagline" thrs statement
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